In 2018 Christian Yelich was the National League’s Most Valuable Player (MVP). Read along with author Jon Fishman to follow and be inspired by Christian’s journey to the Major Leagues!

1. Create a timeline of Yelich’s career from Little League to today.

2. Research the history of Baseball. Compare the original game to the game today.

3. Christian’s Grandfather designed the logo for the Rams Football Team. In your sketchbook, design a new logo for the Brewers.

4. Design a series of Trading Cards for Christian that Highlight:
   - His Stats
   - His workout Routine
   - His Charity Work

5. Using the fabric markers, draw your logo design on a T-Shirt.

6. Christian and his brother, Collin played whiffle ball in their backyard almost every day. Create your own whiffle bat and ball by taping together paper towel tubes for the bat and crumpled paper for the ball. Set up your baseball field and play away...batter’s up!
8. Research the history of the Milwaukee Brewers.

9. Prepare a list of 10 questions that can be used in an interview with Christian.

10. Create a watercolor drawing of Miller Park. Use a black Sharpie to outline your drawing.

11. Yelich worked with Louisville Slugger to create a special bat that featured images of his home in California. Design a bat that features images of Milwaukee.

12. Create a watercolor portrait of Christian Yelich.

Original educational activities created by Arts @ Large Instructional Coaches.
About the Project

Creative expression through art can bring a sense of calming, wonder and joy. During these uncertain times, we feel strongly that support for the arts, especially arts education for children, is critical to helping them deal with the unprecedented challenges they face daily.

**Black Box Fund** and **Arts @ Large** have collaborated to bring you “My Art Bag” project kits for children in Milwaukee. This series of six different bags for children ages 3 to 13 will contain a variety of art supplies, an age-appropriate book and art curriculum specifically tied to the book.

We hope that the contents of this bag will provide you and your child the opportunity to ignite the creative spark that lives in the heart of everyone – regardless of age.

Share your work with us! #MyArtBagMKE

**BLACK BOX FUND**

Black Box Fund is as a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) nonprofit public charity organization founded with the mission to support public art, music and performance that inspires, educates and enhances the well-being of our Milwaukee communities. Learn more about Black Box Fund by visiting https://www.blackboxfund.org/.

**ARTS @ LARGE**

Since 2001, Arts @ Large has engaged Milwaukee’s students, their families and the community in arts-rich experiential learning. Arts @ Large is committed to providing equitable access to educational experiences that include the arts. Learn more about Arts @ Large programs, and their Community Center in the Walker’s Point neighborhood of Milwaukee. artsatlargeinc.org

Help us to continue virtual programming by providing your feedback with this 2 minute survey: https://bit.ly/ArtActivitySurvey
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